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People can achieve recognition – esteem and respect – in different settings, but today the 

struggle for praise and status seems to have turned to politics as its primary arena in many 

countries around the world. Complex social, cultural, and economic developments connected 

to globalization, migration, dismantling of manufacturing, growing automation, financial 

capitalism, increased economic inequality, weakening of political parties, as well as changes in 

cultural values have changed people’s roles, obligations, rights, and the distribution of material 

resources and access to political influence.1 As a result, many people have lost their former 

secure feelings of identity and status, and they increasingly turn their frustration at their loss 

towards the political system by supporting polarizing and populist parties and leaders. This 

reaction might seem irrational and as a craving for mere symbolic self-affirmation, where in 

fact something more substantial and complex is at stake. However, in the struggle for 

recognition, material, social, and cultural needs and demands are always intertwined.2 The 

problem, I argue, is not that people engage in a struggle for recognition, or that they turn this 

struggle toward the political arena. This can in fact be a very democratic way of dealing with 

these issues. It becomes a problem only when the struggle for recognition takes undemocratic 

forms. But when is that the case? The question for normative democratic theory is what kind 

                                                           
1 There is an abundance of sources documenting and discussing these developments, see, for example, 
Berman 2019; Brubaker 2017, 369ff; Cohen 2019; Cramer 2016; Gest et al 2018; Gidron and Hall 2019; 
Hochschild, Strangers in their Own Land; Inglehart and Norris 2017.  
2 Cohen, “Populism and the Politics of Resentment,” 2019; Gidron and Hall 2019; Zurn 2018. 
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of recognition and respect people can demand in political interaction with their fellow citizens 

and from the government. 

 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we discussed the feeling of disrespect and loss of status as general societal 

issues, and we concentrated on the question of respect for ways of life. In this chapter, our 

concern will be with feelings of disrespect and loss of status, esteem, and power in citizens’ 

political relations. Commonly, supporters of populist parties do not just feel lack of recognition 

for their way of life; they also feel ignored and powerless in their political relations with other 

citizens and the government. Thus, both qualitative and quantitative empirical studies have 

documented the connection between perceptions of political powerlessness and feelings of 

political disrespect, on the one hand, and the support for populism, on the other hand. 3  

 

Political relations are of two kinds. First, they include the relations citizens have to one another 

when engaging in – including listening to and watching – politics through communication 

(personal and mediated), activism (in the streets, online, in political parties and social 

movements, etc.), and formal decision-making (voting directly in elections and referendums 

and indirectly through representatives). Second, citizens’ have political relations as subject to 

government decisions and coercive power, to law and public policy.4 In a democracy, the two 

aspects of our political relations are in principle related in the way that citizens as subject to 

political power are also the source of political power.5 The concern of the ensuing analysis 

and discussion is both types of political relations and the complex relationship between them. 

 

What kind of respect and political power are people demanding in their political relations to 

other citizens and to the government, and what kind of respect and power to the people are 

                                                           
3 [Check Cramer, 40, 52, 66, 105]; Gest et al 2018; Gidron and Hall 2019; Spruyt et al 2016.  
4 On these two aspects of political relations, see Habermas, Between Fact and Norms, chap. 3; Rawls, 
Political Liberalism, 135-36. 
5 The idea was first clearly formulated by Rousseau in The Social Contract, Bk. I, chaps VI-VIII. 
Contemporary formulations can be found, most famously in Habermas (Between Fact and Norms, 120): 
ideally, “those subject to law as its addresses can at the same time understand themselves as authors of 
law”, and Rawls (Political Liberalism, 68): “while political power is always coercive power, in a 
constitutional regime it is the power of the public, that is, the power of free and equal citizens as a 
collective body.” 
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populist politicians supplying? This chapter argues, first, that the distinction between respect 

and esteem highlighted in Chapter 2 is relevant for this question. Some people are seeking – 

and populists are supplying – esteem in their political relations in a way that is incompatible 

with the fundamental democratic requirement of equal respect. Second, our focus on status 

equality is central also to a discussion of feelings of political powerlessness among supporters 

of populism. This is so because some demands for status respect and political power among 

rightwing populist are not best understood as (democratically legitimate) demands for 

availability of equal political influence but, rather, as demands for upholding (democratically 

illegitimate) superior positions of political power. Third, and most central to this chapter, we 

should consider whether demands for political respect are demands for equal standing in the 

political process (“procedural respect”) or demands that political outcomes correspond to 

one’s conception of justice (“output respect”). 

 

It is a central normative premise of this book that our understanding of democratic respect 

must be compatible with – indeed, respect – the political circumstance of political 

disagreement. Hence, I argue that how we view the relationship between procedural and 

output respect must acknowledge political disagreement. Populists lack a notion of procedural 

respect, and therefore tend to see any lack of correspondence between their own political 

views and public policy as a sign of disrespect for “the people.” However, under circumstances 

of political disagreement, it is perfectly possible that there are no violations of procedural 

respect, while some people will not be able to see the outcome of the political process as 

treating them with respect. I shall argue that procedural respect is a great value and a 

democratic society would ignore it at its own detriment. Yet, a democratic society cannot 

discard the idea of output respect either. It just cannot be the idea that unless all one’s 

positions have become law then one is not properly respected. It must be a more minimal 

idea of output respect, namely, respect for everyone as free and equal participants in 

democracy. Democratic respect requires that political outcomes make possible the continued 

free and equal participation of citizens in the political process. In a slogan, outputs should 

respect procedures. 
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Respect and Esteem in Politics 

 

“We have enough politicians who cater to people who treat politics as the place they go to get 

self-indulgent moral affirmation baths. We need someone who can improve the lives of 

Americans,” wrote New York Times columnist David Brooks in connection with the 

Democratic presidential primaries in 2020.6 Similarly, but with a different aim, the philosopher 

Jason Brennan writes, “government and political structures … are not in the first instance 

institutions intended to boost, maintain, or regulate our self-esteem.”7 Both writers indicate 

that the point of government is to make policy and solve people’s problems rather than secure 

“moral affirmation” or “self-esteem.” Thus, in the current political situation, it is a live 

question whether it is legitimate to treat politics as a place to attain recognition. I argued in 

Chapter 2 that it is necessary to distinguish between different kinds of recognition and that a 

democratic society is a society of equal respect but not of equal esteem. If a democratic 

government is one that respect all members as equals, and a government to be legitimate must 

be democratic, it seems strange to say that people cannot treat politics as a place to attain self-

respect.8 At least there must be some way for citizens to see and demand that democratic 

political practice actually embodies the ideal of equal and mutual respect among citizens and, 

thus, for them to maintain their self-respect as equal participants in democracy. Crucially, 

respect and self-respect are not just products of formal structures and rules but also of the 

public culture and informal practice. 

 

I agree that political structures and government “in the first instance” are intended to solve 

problems. To paraphrase Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s On the Social Contract, at some point in 

history, human beings can no longer maintain themselves and their liberty on their own but 

                                                           
6 “David Brooks on Mike Bloomberg,” New York Times, March 1, 2020. Available, under the title, “The 
Case for Mike Bloomberg,” at https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/27/opinion/sunday/mike-bloomberg-
2020.html?searchResultPosition=1 
7 Jason Brennan, Against Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016), 126. 
8 This point does not answer Brennan’s case against democracy. For a good response to Brennan, see 
Thomas Christiano, "Review of Jason Brennan: Against Democracy." Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews. 
http://ndpr.nd.edu/news/against-democracy (2017). My argument here is conditional on accept of the 
idea that legitimacy requires democracy as a form of society that embodies relations of equal respect.  
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need to unite their strength and cooperate to solve their problems, that is, they must leave the 

state of nature and create a political society. But, to continue with Rousseau, this coercive 

association of human beings raises the difficulty of how one, while uniting with others, can 

remain free.9 In other words, how can the necessity of common force – state and government 

– be made legitimate? Thus, we need government because human beings are interdependent 

and cannot solve all their problems on their own. This, however, only tells us why government 

is justified, not which form of government is legitimate.10 “Democracy” is not an answer to 

why we need government but to the subsequent question of how we make government – the 

exercise of common force – legitimate. 

 

This does not mean that government to be legitimate must boost people’s self-esteem. In 

Chapter 2, I distinguished between respect and esteem, as well as their correlates self-respect 

and self-esteem. Democracy is the only legitimate form of government because of the way it 

embodies and expresses egalitarian relations of mutual respect (for one’s standing as a person 

and a citizen) and not because it provides people with self-esteem (as a good person or a good 

citizen). For a government can only boost self-esteem by praising some traits, merits, or 

cultures as intrinsically better than others. Thus, if for example Brooks, by “moral affirmation” 

is thinking of a form of esteem of particular identities, I think he is right to note that this is 

not what politics and government should be about. However, if he and Brennan think that 

government should not be in the business of maintaining people’s self-respect, I think they 

are wrong. Democratic political structures are in principle designed (among other things) to 

secure the social bases of self-respect;11 and, as we have said, they “provide one with a 

legitimate way of making clear to oneself that one is respected by everyone else.”12 If this is 

right, there can be nothing wrong in using democratic procedures to maintain self-respect and 

demand respect from others in political interaction. 

 

                                                           
9 Rousseau, On the Social Contract, Bk I, chap. VI. 
10 Rostbøll, “The Non-Instrumental Value of Democracy,” 267. 
11 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 386-91, 477-78. Rawls, however, fails to distinguish between self-respect 
and self-esteem in these passages. 
12 Honneth, The Struggle for Recognition, 210. See also Chapter 3 above. 
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Consider here a view of honor and politics, which Russell Muirhead calls “Aristotelian” in his 

book The Promise of Party: “Among the very best things is the honor that comes from holding, 

or having people like oneself hold, the ruling offices. Each group wants to rule not merely to 

protect its material interests but to claim the honor of office. The honor conveys a judgment 

that the qualities of mind and character that defines a group’s way of life and distinctive 

understanding of what it is to live well are in fact excellent and worthy.”13 This view of politics 

is sectarian and anti-pluralist, because it seeks esteem for one group’s way of life as superior 

to other groups’ way of life. Arguably, some current politicians treat politics as a place to 

achieve that kind of honor for the way of life or identity of their potential followers. The 

trouble with the latter is the treatment of honor as connected to esteem of one way of life as 

superior to others and not with accepting that democratic politics is also about recognition. 

The aspect of recognition we can demand in a democracy, however, is respect for our equal 

citizenship and not esteem for our culture or way of life. The fault with this Aristotelian view 

of politics, then, is not that it treats politics as more than a means to protect material interests, 

but that it seeks esteem for one group’s particular way of life rather than respect for equal political 

power and status as fellow participants in democracy. 

 

To be sure, in the democratic competition between different political parties and candidates, 

the latter will seek the esteem of the voters. Parties will seek to outdo one another, both in 

terms of their programs and their accomplishments, and candidates will seek esteem also for 

their merits and character. This is all as it should be. Political leaders may even legitimately 

seek esteem and/or solidarity14 – and votes – for their particular identity as, for example, being 

a good Christian, an immigrant, or as coming from a working class background. However, 

this competition for esteem and quest for solidarity should take place on the background of 

respect for all involved as equals. What makes the competition fair and democratic is exactly 

that everyone can participate as equals – and, crucially, continue to do so indefinitely. In a 

democracy, the fact that different candidates compete for political power does not mean that 

anyone can lose their equal standing as a result of losing a vote or an election. Respect for the 

                                                           
13 Muirhead, The Promise of Party, 28. 
14 I mean solidarity as legitimization, in the specific sense explained in Chapter 2. 
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equality of the looser is upheld by the latter’s continued right to dissent and to try to reverse 

the result of the competition in the next vote or election.15 Thus, my point is not that political 

parties and candidates cannot compete for esteem, not even esteem for their way of life and 

identity, but that they must do so on the basis of an inviolable commitment to respect for 

their opponents as equals who have a prior and lasting legitimate place in political interactions. 

Democratic respect is violated if the competition between different identities turns into an 

existential conflict over who – which identity group – has the necessary, particular qualities to 

be a participant in democracy.  

 

Consider in this light how populists tend to view political competition and elections. While 

populism accepts the need for elections, it has a special view of them. It is a central 

characteristic of populism that the people are not defined juridically but is part of the population, 

which has a particular identity that qualifies them to be the real or authentic people.16 For 

populists, therefore, the electoral competition for esteem is no just a matter of electing the 

best candidates, much less securing diversity among the representatives; it is rather a matter 

of validating a particular identity group as the true people, who deserves to rule, to rule alone, 

and do so indefinitely. Populist politicians promise not only honor to and esteem of a specific 

group; this esteem is seen as providing legitimacy to this group as the only legitimate ruler. In 

the eyes of winning populists, the opponent has lost the competition not just for governmental 

power this time around; they have lost the esteem required for counting as being a true 

representative of the people. Oftentimes, this belief is translated into acts of curtailing rights 

and limiting the means of opposition groups to compete as equals in future elections.17  

 

Political leaders who use politics to attain honor and esteem for the identity or way of life of 

a particular group of people turn political competition into a conflict over which groups have 

a legitimate place in society. Populists, who use politics as a means to bestow esteem on one 

                                                           
15 Cf. Talisse 2019, 145, 147. 
16 [Arato; Laclua, Müller] 
17 [In Europe, the clearest examples of this are the populist governments of Victor Orbán in Hungary and 
of Karoslav Kaczyński and his successors in Poland. See Applebaum; Wind 2020, 41-53; Krastev, After 
Europe; Müller] 
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group as the true and good people, turn political competition and elections into an existential 

conflict over who belongs to “the people” who in a democracy has a right to rule. The danger 

to democratic equality and respect of this kind of understanding is that those who are not 

valued as having the right identity or as being part of the true people lose their standing as 

equal participants in democracy. Populist might accept elections but, when they win them, 

they see them as validating their understanding of who truly belongs to the people and the 

losers are not just seen as losers of an election but as having lost their standing as legitimate 

members of society and equal competitors in future elections. 

 

I have argued that while politics should not be used as a place to boost people’s self-esteem 

or for politicians to create an existential struggle over which identities or groups have the right 

and good character or identity required for being deemed worthy of inclusion in “the people.” 

However, the reason why politics should not be used for purposes of esteem and self-esteem 

is not that struggles for recognition do not have a place in politics, but because using politics 

as a place to gain esteem for one’s way of life or for judging who belongs to the people is 

incompatible with democratic respect and participating as equals in a pluralist democracy. 

Since democracy is a form of government which gains its legitimacy from the way in which it 

embodies relations of mutual respect, the part of recognition that has to do with the latter is 

a legitimate aspect of democratic politics. Mutual respect cannot just be a feature of formal 

institutions but must be part of the public culture of a democratic society, and the latter is 

created and reproduced by how citizens practice democracy.18 

 

A few paragraphs back I said that political leaders may legitimately seek esteem and/or 

solidarity – and votes – for their particular identity as, for example, being a good Christian, an 

immigrant, or as coming from a working class background. Let me explain this further. First, 

the reason why politicians may seek esteem and/or solidarity for particular identities such as 

these is that voters legitimately might want representatives that have these qualities or features. 

They might do so either because of people with these identities have qualities or experiences 

                                                           
18 See Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 477: “equal rights and public attitudes of mutual respect have an 
essential place … in assuring citizens of their own worth.” See also Political Liberalism, 181. 
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that they value, or because they think it is important that representatives come from different 

backgrounds. I cannot go into the particular reasons for this. 19  Second, politicians and voters 

might seek esteem and solidarity for a particular identity group because that group is not being 

respected as an equal. This might sound paradoxical given my efforts to keep separate issues 

of respect and esteem. However, as argued in Chapter 2 in connection with the notion of 

“solidarity as legitimatization,” under non-ideal conditions issues of respect and esteem cannot 

always be kept apart. Sometimes disadvantaged groups have to fight for gaining a legitimate 

place in society and in the political process. This process will often include a struggle for 

esteem, for example, to show that people of color, women, or immigrants can be good citizens 

and competent political representatives. Thus, under some conditions, it is legitimate to 

struggle for esteem in politics, but it must be shown to be necessary for or at least compatible 

with the end of achieving equal and mutual respect for everyone. Thus, there is a proviso for 

this kind of struggle for esteem, namely that it can be shown to be a necessary means for equal 

participation and mutual respect.    

 

To end this section, I want to stress that when we say that a democracy embodies mutual 

respect, this is not “merely of symbolic value,” or just something that makes people feel good 

about themselves. The equal rights to vote and run for office, to speak freely, associate, and 

assembly, and informal norms of listening to others and accommodating others, all give 

people actual political power and influence. Thus, the equal political power of citizens have 

instrumental value for them. It is only because we can do something with our political equality 

that the latter is intrinsically valuable.20 Thus, political theorists who argue that democracy has 

intrinsic or non-instrumental value do not by this mean that being treated as free and equal 

                                                           
19 On these issues, see Jane Mansbridge, "Should blacks represent blacks and women represent women? 
A contingent" yes"." The Journal of politics 61.3 (1999): 628-657. 
20 “Democracy has intrinsic value to the extent that it distributes power widely to all the sectors of society. 
The intrinsic value is the value of the equal distribution of the instrumentally valuable political power.” 
(Thomas Christiano, "Review of Jason Brennan: Against Democracy." Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews. 
http://ndpr.nd.edu/news/against-democracy (2017).) See also E. Anderson (2009). Democracy: 
Instrumental vs. Non-Instrumental Value. In T. Christiano & J. Christman (Ed.), Contemporary debates in 
political philosophy (pp. 213-227). Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell and Rostbøll, “Statelessness, 
Domination, and Unfreedom: Arendt and Pettit in Dialogue,” in To Be Unfree: Republicanism and 
Unfreedom in History, Literature, and Philosophy, ed. Christian Dahl and Tue Andersen Nexø. Bielefeld: 
Transcript Verlag, 2014, pp. 19-36. 
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participants in democracy is only a symbolic gesture, for the intrinsic value depends on that 

people can do something with their equal political power.  

 

 

Respect in Procedures and Outcomes 

 

Having established that while there is a legitimate element of struggle and competition for 

esteem in politics the general framework and justification of democracy relies on the norm of 

and struggle for equal respect, I now want to introduce an important distinction between two 

different kinds of political respect. In a democracy, as mentioned, we are involved in two 

different kinds of political relations. We have relations to one another as citizens and we have 

relations to the government as subject to coercive power, law, and public policy. With regard 

to the first kind of relations, I am in this section mainly concerned with our role in informal 

and formal democratic processes and procedures in which problems are detected, issues are 

raised, and law and public policy are discussed, justified, and made. Here the relevant notion 

of respect is what I call procedural respect. As subject to political power, the relevant notion 

of political respect is output respect. The distinction between these two kinds of respect are 

crucial under the circumstances of political disagreement and, as we shall see, it is a distinction 

that it is difficult for a populist understanding of democracy to accommodate and appreciate. 

 

Feelings of lack of respect in political relations are connected to perceptions of political 

powerlessness. Empirical studies suggest that people’s perceptions of lack of political 

influence and power in politics is part of the explanation for their support for populist 

parties.21 Many people feel overlooked and ignored by traditional politicians and the 

mainstream parties and therefore turn to populist parties that promise to speak for them and 

ensure “return of power to the people.”22 A study from Belgium, for example, concludes, “Of 

all indicators in our model, a lack of external political efficacy was by far the single most 

important predictor for the support of populism, accounting for about half of the total 

                                                           
21 Berman 2019; Cramer 2016; Gest et al 2018; Gidron and Hall 2019; Spruyt et al 2016 [other studies?]  
22 Canovan, 2002: 31. 
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explained variance.”23 Lack of external political efficacy “refers to the belief that institutions 

and politicians are unresponsive to citizens’ demands.”24 

 

When we examine the empirical studies of resentment and feelings of political misrecognition 

among supporters of populist parties, the issue is not only whether the people studied seek 

esteem or respect, but also, when it is the latter, whether the respect in question is for their 

status as political equals. As mentioned, respect is for status, standing, or position (not merits 

and character), and can be both for one’s standing as a superior and as an equal. Thus, we 

should ask whether the issue causing feelings of political disrespect is perceptions of unequal 

political power and status, or, rather, of the relevant people having lost their former (superior) 

political power and status. A comparative study of rightwing populism in United States and 

United Kingdom concludes that it is the latter: “political deprivation [the idea that one has 

less power and say in the political process than in the past] is the most consistent correlate of 

support for multiple Radical Right outcomes among Republicans and Conservatives.”25 There 

is an important normative difference between having less political power than in the past and 

having less than equal political power. The democratic ideal, of course, is equal political power, 

and whether loss of political power is a democratic wrong or not depends on the starting 

point. Sometimes losing power feels wrong even if one’s former superior power was 

illegitimate. From the normative perspective, the issue is not how people feel but what people 

have good democratic reasons to feel and can defend with reference to the ideal that “equal 

means to affect the collective conditions of their shared social life are available to each 

citizen.”26 

 

In addition to the question of whether supporters of populism seek to protect former superior 

political power and status or whether they struggle for political equality, we should ask if the 

feeling of political deprivation and disrespect depends on their standing in the political process 

                                                           
23 (Spruyt et al 2016, 344). 
24 (Spruyt et al 2016, 341). 
25 Gest et al 2018, 1712 
26 Brighouse 1996, 119. 
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or on the content of political decisions and outcomes. The latter question connects to an 

important difference between what I call procedural respect and output respect. 

 

Procedural respect concerns the standing one has in the political processes in which citizens 

propose, discuss, and produce authoritative decisions to which they are subject as addressee. 

It is expressed by formal rights such as the equal right to vote and run for office, and freedom 

of speech, association, and assembly. Arguably, formal equality in the political process is not 

enough for procedural respect. The political liberties must have what Rawls calls “fair value,” 

that is, all citizens must, independently of their social and economic position, have 

approximately equal opportunities for gaining public office and influencing political 

decisions.27 Finally, procedural respect is expressed in informal norms that require that citizens 

speak and listen to everyone and consider all claims equally. “Thus, what is fundamental is a 

political procedure which secures for all citizens a full and equally effective voice.”28 

 

Output respect concerns the standing one has as subject to or as a recipient of political decisions, 

laws, and public policy. It concerns questions such as whether people as subjects have or 

receive the rights, resources, and benefits that they are entitled to and whether they are treated 

equally and fairly by the government. It also concerns whether burdens, for example through 

taxes, are shared in a fair way. Whether or not a citizen feels they are shown output respect 

depends on whether political decisions correspond to their view of what people are entitled 

to or what a just distribution of burdens and benefits is. If you are concerned with output 

respect, you focus on the result rather than on the process that produced it. 

 

The distinction between these two kinds of political respect are highly pertinent to the analysis 

and evaluation of the resentment and struggle for recognition among supporters of populism 

as well as of the claims made by populist leaders. Thus, when we are told that some people 

turn to populist parties, because they do not feel respected by the political establishment, or 

that they feel as if they are not heard and seen, then we should be careful to differentiate two 

                                                           
27 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 327, 358. 
28 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 361. Rawls connects the fair value of political liberties to self-respect at pp. 
318-20. 
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different types of cases. First, there is the type of case in which people have actually not been 

listened to, or where their views have not been equally considered, or where their political 

rights have been violated. This case raises issues of what I call procedural respect. Second, 

there is the type of case in which people cannot see their views reflected in political outcomes 

or in the substance of political decisions and public policy. This case raises issues of output 

respect. 

 

In this connection it is important to appreciate the fact that in a free and democratic society 

where people disagree on substantive issues of justice and in which everyone has an equal say, 

it is perfectly possible that there be no violations of procedural respect, while some people 

will not be able to see the outcome of the political process as treating them with respect as 

they understand the latter norm. A person who belongs to the minority will not be able to see 

her view of justice in political outcomes to the same degree as a person in the majority. In 

fact, this is a consequence of (procedural) political equality rather than a violation of it. Insofar 

as supporters of rightwing populist parties feel powerless because “people like them” have 

lost the political power they used to yield, then, this need not be a consequence of that they 

are disrespected (not treated as equals) in the political process, but might simply be a 

consequence of that they are no longer part of the political majority. Or, to put the point in 

more deliberative terms, it might be a consequence of that they have lost the ability to convince 

a majority of their fellow citizens to share their own view.29 Being unable to garner a majority 

for one’s position does not in itself show a violation of procedural respect. Of course, it might 

feel like that for people who used to be in the majority. However, you cannot complain about 

not belonging to the majority, if due procedural respect has been shown through equal rights 

of participation, if these rights have fair value, and if informal norms of equal consideration 

of claims have been respected. If the fact that a decision goes against you can be seen as tough 

luck rather than as a result of a violation of a principle of equal availability of political 

influence, then you don’t have a procedural reason to complain of disrespect.30 

                                                           
29 I discuss majority decision making and deliberation more fully in Chapter 5. 
30 On tough luck in democratic process, see Pettit 2012, pp. 177–78 and Rostbøll 2015, 434. Brighouse 
(1996, 199) suggests that: “Equal influence would be available if for everyone we would assign the same 
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Thus, when we consider whether populist politicians make valid claims on behalf of their 

supporters, we must ask both whether they promote political equality or protect political 

privileges and whether they demand respect in political procedures or in political outcomes. 

The feelings of political powerlessness and resentment of political elites reported in empirical 

studies oftentimes fail to tell us what is at play. From a principled democratic standpoint and 

as a general matter, it is clear that only the fight for political equality and not the aim of 

protecting political privileges can be justified.31 Some people may feel resentment at losing 

their political privileges or superior standing, but this does not in and of itself generate any 

valid grievances or claims. 

 

The issue of the relationship between procedural and output respect is complex. I shall argue 

that under conditions of disagreement, procedural respect has a certain priority over output 

respect. This does not mean that the political struggle for output respect is illegitimate in the 

way that the struggle for upholding political privileges is illegitimate. Indeed, political 

disagreements and political struggles are supposed to be over which policies are in the 

common good or just and thus over which policies treat citizens with equal respect. In a 

democracy, political parties ideally promote an ideal of equal respect, but they have each their 

conception of what equal respect means and implies. 32 Whether or not a party’s inability to 

see its own interpretation of the common good and equal respect in political outcomes is a 

democratic problem cannot be determined directly by looking at the outcome but requires 

that we examine the process and procedure that produced the outcome. Did the procedure 

violate principles of political equality and/or did the participant fail to show one another the 

required procedural respect? Democracy, as I see it, is first and foremost a procedure for 

discussing and deciding issues of common concern. However, as we shall see in the final 

section of this chapter, this procedural understanding of democracy and political respect cannot 

                                                           
probability to their getting their way, assuming that they and everyone else engaged, and knowing 
nothing of what the other citizens wanted.” 
31 To be sure, while the general principle is clear enough, its application to particular cases is by no means 
straightforward. 
32 [Cf. White and Ypi, The Meaning of Partisanship, 48-54.] 
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be independent of a concern for the quality of outputs and the respect these show for citizens 

as subject to law and public policy.33 

 

Neither the distinction between losing political privileges and having less than equal political 

power nor the distinction between procedural and output respect can find a place in the 

populist logic. In populist rhetoric, when you as a member of the people do not get what you 

want, this is necessarily because the political system is corrupt, rigged, or in some other way not 

fair to you. My point is not to deny that sometimes or in some places the system is corrupt, 

unfair, and political elites and political institutions fail to provide everyone procedural 

respect.34 Rather, the reason to emphasize the distinction between procedures and outputs is 

to demonstrate that the political system can also be perfectly fair and everyone be committed 

to procedural respect, and some people still don’t get what they want or think they deserve in 

terms of equal respect. The latter is the case when the citizenry disagrees on justice and public 

policy, and citizens or their representatives need to take a majority vote or make a 

compromise. To put it simply, if they take a majority vote, only the majority gets what it wants, 

while if they make a compromise, no one gets their preferred outcome.35 This point is 

important to recognize if we are to avoid confusing avoidable and criticizable aspects of 

actually existing democracy (corruption and oligarchic tendencies, for example), on the one 

hand, and unavoidable and justifiable features of democratic decision-making in a free and 

pluralistic society (that not everyone’s understanding of justice and equal respect can be 

realized), on the other hand. 

 

The underlying idea of populism is the idea that democracy means that “the people” can and 

should get what they want.36 This view neglects the fact that the people is a plurality and 

                                                           
33 Thus, I don’t understand procedural democracy as a conception of democracy that is without 
substantive normative commitments. Indeed, I find the latter an incoherent idea, as I make clear later. 
34 [Indeed, all current democratic system may be corrupt, but this fact cannot be part of our conception 
of democracy. In order to understand corruption as a democratic problem, we need a norm from which 
it can be criticized. Corruption is a form of decay and deviation from the norm and we need to know what 
that norm is to identify corruption. CHECK Camila Vergara, Systemic Corruption] 
35 Rostbøll, “Second-Order Political Thinking.” See Chapter 5 below for further discussion of majority rule 
and compromise. 
36 [See Müller on Peron.] 
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disagree on which direction their society should take. Under circumstances of disagreement, 

procedural respect does not mean that everyone will see political outcomes as corresponding 

to their notion of output respect. Moreover, sometimes a group no longer gets what it wants 

because the system has become fairer and extended political equality and procedural respect to 

formerly marginalized groups in society. One danger of populism is that it fails to see these 

possibilities. This is a danger because it fails to respect disagreement and because it fails to 

respect the norm of political equality. 

 

From empirical research, we learn about populism supporters’ feelings of disrespect and 

perceptions of political powerlessness. If our concern is not merely pragmatic but principled, we 

must ask both with which principles these feelings can be associated and whether people’s 

perceptions have any evidence to support them.37 Is the feeling of being overlooked based on 

a principle of equal power and influence and is it actually the case that, for example, 

conservative views are ignored? In fact, one study shows that conservative opinions have 

disproportionally much influence on politicians in the US. Candidates from both parties think 

voters are more conservative than they in fact are.38 In my own country, Denmark, the 

populist right keeps insisting that problems of immigration are silenced, even if no issue has 

been discussed more for the last two decades and countless restrictions on asylum and 

immigration have been imposed. It is a favorite trope of populist politicians to claim that the 

people are not heard, do not get what they want, and that they (the populists) alone listen and 

deliver. However, it is essential to assess whether this claim has any basis in reality. Moreover, 

regarding cases in which populists have a lack of success with getting their positions accepted, 

it is imperative to assess whether this is because they are treated unfairly and with lack of 

procedural respect, or if it is simply because their positions have lost out in democratic 

deliberation, political compromises, and majority decision-making. This assessment requires 

that we understand the procedural nature of democracy. 

 

                                                           
37 See the discussion of principle-dependent feelings in Chapter 1. 
38 Brookman and Skovron 2018. 
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Many commentators have noted that populists are impatient with procedures and political 

institutions,39 but we can be more precise regarding this issue. Populist might be distinguished 

from fascists by their accept of democratic elections, among other things, as the historian 

Federico Finchelstein argues,40 but they don’t have what I would call a procedural understanding 

of elections. First, the populist leader simply knows the will of the people and has no need for 

elections as a formal procedure that may verify or falsify that he or she actually has understood 

the will of the people in the right way.41 The populist leader insists that they represent the will 

of the people, no matter the election result. 42 Their understanding of the popular will cannot 

be falsified by a formal procedure. 

 

Second, populists have difficulties in accepting the temporal, open-ended, and recursive 

character of democratic procedures, that is, the fact that the procedures can and must be 

applied repeatedly on their own results with no final or last decision. The populist logic 

bypasses any procedures in which diverse people deliberate, reach consensus, compromise, or 

aggregate their diverse positions in a majority vote. Consequently, the only form of respect 

that a populist leader can provide is the one that comes from correspondence between their 

will and the collective, undifferentiated will of the people. In the populist logic, then, the only 

way a person can see herself as respected is if their will is reflected in political outcomes – or 

in the rhetoric and promises of the populist leader. Everything less or different than that will 

be seen as a sign of disrespect. Hence, the respect that the populist leader shows for “the 

people” is not a form of procedural respect. It is not respect for something produced by a 

procedure and it is not respect for something that happens in the temporal process that the 

procedures lay out. 

 

                                                           
39 Brubaker, 2017: 365; Canovan, 1999: 10; Crick 2005, 626; Urbinati, 2017: 575 
40 Finchelstein, From Fascism to Populism in History, 4-5, 28-29, 99.  
41 [As I write this (August, 2020), US president Donald Trump just told a group of supporters, “the only 
way we're going to lose this election is if the election is rigged.” 
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/512424-trump-the-only-way-we-are-going-to-lose-this-
election-is-if-the, accessed August 27, 2020] 
42 Krastev, 2017: 75; Müller 2016, 31-32. Cf. my “Second-Order Political Thinking.” 
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In order to have procedural respect, we need procedures. And we need to understand that 

democratic procedures are recursive and expand over time, from one decision or election to 

the next. Moreover, in order for people to display procedural respect for one another and for 

political institutions to embody procedural respect, we need a differentiation between and a 

separation of procedures and outcomes. Democratic institutions as procedures are procedures 

that aim to make people able to govern themselves as free and equal persons over time. As 

political procedures, they are populated by diverse people and parties that interact over time. 

There is plurality both among people in the temporal process of interaction that produces 

democratic decisions and there is plurality among those subject to law. Moreover, the 

temporally open-ended aspect of democratic proceduralism means that no result is final. The 

application of democratic procedure is open-ended and recursive in the sense that no election 

is the final one, that no majority is the final majority, and that no victory is final. 

 

What we need as a democratic society, then, is an assessment of the fairness of democratic 

procedures and a concern for procedural respect among people. In a society characterized by 

political disagreement, the assessment of procedural fairness cannot be made in terms of 

whether people feel that they get what they substantively deserve, nor can it be made with 

reference to a non-procedural idea of what “the people” want. Populists use a non-procedural 

idea of the popular will when they claim to represent the people without reference to any 

procedures and even against the results of democratic procedures such as elections.43 But in 

the face of political disagreement, we need procedures both for securing political equality 

(procedural respect) and as a means to determine what counts as authoritative political 

decisions.  

 

In Chapter 5, I discuss majority rule, consensus, and compromise as procedures and decision 

rules that in different ways both display equal respect for citizens and help them to become 

in some sense self-ruling. Here I would like to stress that while free and fair democratic 

procedures produce authoritative decisions (binding rules), we need not say – indeed, we 

should not say – that the result of democratic procedures represent the will of the people. No 

                                                           
43 Müller, What is Populism?, 25-32. 
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procedures are perfect and in actual politics, unanimity is rarely achieved – and even if it is, it 

should not be regarded as final or eternal. Thus, while everyone must recognize the results of 

fair democratic procedures (whatever they are) as binding, this does not mean that they must 

surrender their judgment to the majority, the winners of the argument, or the compromise 

solution.44 In a democracy, no one can speak with complete confidence that they represent 

“the will of the people” – neither populists with their non-procedural notion of the people, 

nor proceduralists. In this connection, we also see and should stress the need for a critical 

public sphere, which challenges any claim of political leaders to represent or stand for “The 

People.”45 

 

What I argue for here is similar to what Habermas has called “popular sovereignty as 

procedure.”46 Habermas argues that we must “proceduralize” the notion popular sovereignty 

– the notion that the people is the source of all political power – because he rejects the premise 

that democracy entails that “the people” simply takes over the vacated place of the sovereign 

or monarch.47 This understanding of popular sovereignty is “too concrete” and does not fit 

the complex nature of modern democracies. The people cannot be seen as a unified 

“macrosocial” subject with one will. Rather, the people in a democracy exercise their 

sovereignty through the interplay of the informal public sphere of civil society (social 

movements, the media, and other forms of non-institutionalized, non-government and extra-

parliamentary political action), legally institutionalized elections, and representative 

institutions. 

 

There are several issues at play in in the notion of popular sovereignty as procedure. First, 

modern democracies are very large, normally encompassing millions of citizens. This means 

that citizens can never be physically gathered in one place and much less all know each others’ 

                                                           
44 Estlund, Democratic Authority, 104; Rawls, TJ, 313-14.  
45 Rostbøll, Deliberative Freedom, 195-96; “Second-Order Political Thinking,” [XX]. Estlund, Democratic 
Authority, 104; Manin, The Principles of Representative Government, 174 [CHECK], Rawls, TJ, 313-14 
[Check].  
46 Habermas “Popular Sovereignty as Procedure,” esp. 485-87; Between Facts and Norms, 298-302 [see 
also 135-36]. 
47 [See also Lefort’s argument that in a democracy the place of power remains empty.] 
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experiences, perspectives, and political opinions. Second, modern societies have an important 

dividing line between state and (civil) society.48 This means that political participation can 

happen both in the informal public sphere of civil society as well as in formal publics such as 

parliaments. Third, modern societies are characterized by pluralism in life forms, conflicts of 

interests, and disagreement over policy. All of this means that the people never appears as one 

but only as a dispersed and diverse plurality. They act together only through shared procedures 

that connect millions of diverse and dispersed citizens and their opinion formation in civil 

society and their will formation in elections and formal representatives institutions.49 

 

Some sympathetic writers on populism, most notably Ernesto Laclau, sees the latter as “a 

logic of articulation,” in which “the people” is constructed.50 As such, you might say that 

populism is a form of process. However, I would argue that populism is a process that has to 

hide its own processual character, or at least it is an understanding of democracy where the 

process does not play a role for its appeal as a form of respect for the people. The way in 

which populist leaders appeal to the people and the way in which it shows respect for the 

people is not by pointing to a process or a procedure in which the people have been shown 

respect. The populist leader respects the people by embodying – or claiming to embody – the 

will of the people. This also means that you can only see yourself as respected by a populist 

government if you can identify yourself with its representation of the popular will. A populist 

government has nothing to say to those who disagree with them, except that they are not part 

of the real people.51  

 

Some readers might object to the preceding argument that populists accept majoritarian 

elections and often recommend referendums, and that these are procedures that treat people 

                                                           
48 [For a good discussion of the importance of this for democratic theory, see Cohen and Arato 1992. 
CHECK also Arato, Andrew and Jean L. Cohen. 2017. Civil Society, Populism, and Religion. Constellations, 
24, 283-95.] 
49 [Habermas (Between Facts and Norms, XX) for this reason speaks of “a two-track model of democracy,” 
and Nadia Urbinati speaks of modern representative democracy as a “diarchy.” XX] 
50 Laclau 2005. 
51 Ochoa Espejo, “Power to Whom? The People between Procedure and Populism,” 74. Ochoa Espejo, 
Paulina. 2015. “Power to Whom? The People between Procedure and Populism.” In The Promise and 
Perils of Populism, ed. Carlos de la Torre, 59-90. Lexington: University Press of Kentucky. 
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as equals. However, populists do not defend these procedures as ways of respecting the equal 

standing of all members of society but rather as verifications of that the populist party got its 

understanding of the popular will right.52 In other words, in populism, procedures and political 

processes have no independent or intrinsic value in terms of respect or otherwise. Populists 

are not against democratic procedures but they treat them as mere means that can be 

exchanged at will according to an end that is given independently of them, namely the end of 

rule by the authentic will of the people.53 Respect is shown only in the outcome: the (alleged) 

identity between the will of the people and the will of the leader or populist party. This does 

not only mean that there is no respect for the losers but also that there is no process for 

discussing whether the populist party actually expresses the will of the people. Thus, in 

populism there is no respect for opposing claims, that is, there is no acknowledgement of the 

authority of other people’s claims which, as we saw in Chapter 1, is key to the participant 

attitude and mutual respect.54 The idea and possibility of procedural respect is ruled out by 

the very understanding of the people and democracy in populism. 

 

 

Outcomes Should Respect Procedures 

 

I have argued for the democratic importance of procedural respect and shown the neglect of 

the idea in the populist understanding of democracy. Does this mean that outcomes and 

output respect do not matter from the perspective of what I call democratic respect? No. I 

have simplified the issue in order to make clear an important distinction but now we must 

nuance our analysis and discussion. If all we cared about were procedural respect, we would 

design democratic procedures and assess informal norms of political interaction with a view 

only to their inherent qualities. That is, we would be concerned exclusively with procedural 

                                                           
52 An example of this is UKIP leader Nigel Farage’s description of the Brexit referendum in 2016, as “a 
victory for real people.” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jun/24/nigel-farage-
ugliness-bullet-fired [accessed April 30, 2020] [mentioned earlier?] 
53 Rostbøll, “Second-Order Political Thinking,” 13. [CHECK Müller 2017, 599.] 
54 Cf. also “The experience of the authority of another’s claims is the feeling known as respect.” (Anderson 
2009, 220). 
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norms such as people having an equal say and being listened to. However, there are at least 

three reasons why this is insufficient.  

 

First, democracy, as we normally understand it, is not only about people being seen and heard; 

political decisions also should be responsive to people’s opinions and votes. Citizens’ 

contributions to public deliberation, negotiations, and their votes should have an effect on 

outcomes. Responsiveness is a core democratic norm, and it is an outcome principle, not a 

procedural norm.55 Thus, we would have a skewed view of democracy, if we focused only on 

the standing people have in the process and ignored their ability to affect outcomes.56  

 

Second, responsiveness is hardly the only quality that we would want political outcomes to 

have. There should be a concern also for the epistemic quality of political decisions, law, and 

public policy. The quality of democracy is not only measured by procedural fairness or by 

correspondence between people’s preferences and political outcomes, political decisions 

should also be as wise and just as possible as well as reflect people’s informed and reflective 

judgments, rather than their immediate preferences.57 This is one of the points of deliberative 

models of democracy, to which I return in Chapter 5.  

 

The third reason to be concerned with the quality of political outcomes is based on our 

concern with procedural respect itself. To explain this, we need to stress, first, that procedural 

respect is a substantive norm, and that democracy is not a one-off event or decision but a 

system that stretches over time and involves never-ending discussion and recursive decision-

making. As to the first point, note that I have used the terminology of “procedure and 

outcome” rather than the often-used terminology of “procedure and substance.” I have done 

so in order to avoid the impression that procedures are normatively neutral and not committed 

                                                           
55 Estlund, Democratic Authority, 73-76, 79. 
56 [Elster (1997, 19ff) argues that the non-instrumental value of democracy is a by-product of its 
instrumental value. See also my “Stalessness, Domination, and Unfreedom,” 33.]  
57 [Sabl (“Two Cultures of Democratic Theory”) argues that empirical political scientists often understand 
democratic quality in terms of correspondence between outcomes and majority preferences and fail to 
appreciate the epistemic and deliberative aspects of democracy in their definition of democracy and their 
measurements – and that they to that extent assumes a populist understanding of democracy.] 
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to a moral substance. As I see it, there are moral reasons for choosing one set of procedures 

rather than another and thus procedures do not take us to normatively neutral ground. 

Democracy is a moral preposition committed at a minimum to human equality, freedom, and 

non-violent conflict resolution – or, as I prefer to put it, to a norm of respect for all members 

as equal participants. If we are committed to democracy, political outcomes must be judged 

in terms of whether they respect this norm. 

 

To the idea that democracy is committed to a substantive moral norm of political equality, we 

should add the idea that democracy is a form of society that stretches into the infinite future. 

It is a standard understanding in democratic theory that we cannot call a society democratic 

just because its government at some time in the past was elected through free and fair political 

procedures; it must also be possible to get rid of the government and elect a new government 

in a democratic way.58 This is why elections to be democratic must not just be free and fair, 

they must also be frequent. Now, the fact that a government to be democratic must not only 

be able to point back in time to a democratic procedure that put it in power but also must be 

replaceable in the near future by a democratic procedure entails that there are limits to which 

decisions even a democratically elected government can make. In very general terms, a 

democratic government cannot, without ceasing to be a democratic government, make 

decisions that undermine the possibility of its own democratic replacement.59 Or to put it in 

our previous vocabulary, democratic respect requires that political outcomes do not 

undermine the continued standing of citizens as equal participants in democracy. This 

argument is derived from the commitment to procedural respect but it acknowledges that 

democratic procedures cannot be seen as providing for final or last decisions but are recursive 

procedures that must be kept intact by political decisions (outcomes) that maintain procedural 

respect. Hence, understanding democracy as based on the mutuality of democratic respect 

also entails seeing it as “a cooperative system of reciprocal constraint.”60 

                                                           
58 Adam Przeworski (Crises of Democracy, 5) makes it part of the very definition of democracy that people 
“have a reasonable possibility of removing incumbent governments they do not like…Democracy is simply 
a system in which incumbents lose elections and leave when they lose.” 
59 [Schedler, “Democratic Reciprocity,” 2020, 3f; Schmitter and Karl 1991, 82.] 
60 Schedler, “Democratic Reciprocity,” 4. [See also Espejo and Cohen on self-limitation.] 
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In the last two paragraphs, I have given some very general and admittedly vague formulations 

to the effect that political decisions and outcomes to be democratic must not violate the norms 

of procedural respect and equal participation in democracy. However, what exactly procedural 

respect, fair procedures, and equal participation mean and require are disputed. It includes, 

for example, controversies over the role of individual and social rights. What some see as 

necessary conditions for equal standing in the political process, others will reject as a 

controversial theory of distributive justice. This relates to the much-debated issue of whether 

it makes sense to speak of “illiberal democracy,” or whether a society to be democratic must 

protect liberal rights.61 And it relates to the issue of whether a society can be democratic 

without securing the socio-economic conditions of equal political influence or the fair value 

of political rights. 

 

I am partial to the view that a democracy to be a democracy must protect at least some liberal 

rights (including freedom of speech, association, and assembly), as well as some social rights. 

However, I also acknowledge that we cannot pack an entire theory of social justice into the 

requirements of democracy without collapsing the distinction between procedural respect and 

output respect. If my requirement for procedural respect is the same as my conception of 

justice, there is no space left for political disagreement. Yet, I hope that these problems do 

not stand in the way of accepting my general point: that the commitment to procedural respect 

must include some limit to what counts as acceptable democratic outcomes.  

 

Populists often imply that – and act as if – it is undemocratic to place any limit on the will of 

the present majority or “the real people.” But that cannot be right if democracy is understood 

as a system committed not just to respect the present majority or people but also to respect 

future majorities or free and equal participation over time. Thus, there can and should be public 

                                                           
61 The notion “illiberal democracy” was introduced by the [writer, journalist, and editor] Fareed Zakaria 
(The Future of Freedom: Illiberal Democracy at Home and Abroad, 2003) and taken up later by Hungarian 
prime minister Victor Orbán. For a discussion of illiberal democracy and populism, see Müller, What is 
Populism? , 49-60 [and Chambers 2019? Wind 2020]. For a strong argument for the necessary connection 
– the “co-originality” – between individual rights (liberalism and constitutionalism) and democracy, see 
Habermas, Between Facts and Norms.  
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discussion regarding exactly which limits on current decisions are required to maintain 

continuous procedural respect and fairness, whereas it makes no sense to say that any and all 

limits on democratic decision-making are undemocratic.  

 

If we view democracy as a form of decision-making with no temporal end and as committed 

to some idea (as opposed to no idea) of procedural fairness and respect, limitations can be 

enabling – enabling for the continued existence of democracy.62 Still, in order to respect 

disagreement over outcomes as much as democratically possible, the limits on acceptable 

outcomes must themselves be limited to what is essential to a fair and respectful democratic 

process and cannot include anyone’s entire conception of justice and output respect. If it did, 

we would no longer have a workable distinction between procedural respect and output 

respect, which we need to honor the norm of respect for disagreement.    

 

To some readers the argument in this section might seem to imply that populists after all do 

have a procedural understanding of democracy, which would contradict what I said in the 

preceding section. Thus, some might think that a procedural understanding of democracy is 

one which is not committed to any substantive moral values and which does not accept any 

limits on majority rule. However, this is not how I have explained the procedural 

understanding of democracy. I see democratic proceduralism as committed to (moral norms) 

of procedural fairness and respect, and I have argued that limits on democratic decision-

making can be justified on the basis of this very commitment. Populists do not share this 

commitment to respect for procedural norms. Moreover, when populists claim that “the will 

of the people” should be unconstrained, this is not out of respect for a specific set of 

democratic institutions or procedures but is based on their non-institutional and non-

procedural understanding of the people.63 Populism can give no authority to political 

                                                           
62 What I have said here does not commit me to any argument about institutional design, for example, to 
judicial review. My argument is more general or abstract. There are many ways of limiting current 
majorities, including self-limitation. But this requires that we accept that such a limitation is a democratic 
prerogative. For the last part regarding the enabling character of constraints, see Habermas, Between 
Facts and Norms, 128 and Holmes 1996.  For an application of this point to populism, see Abts and 
Rummens 2007, 418. 
63 Müller, What is Populism?, 25-32; Müller 2017: 599 [CHECK]. 
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institutions and procedures, because it operates with a notion of democratic legitimacy – based 

on the will of the authentic people – the connection of which to any institutions and 

procedures remain and must remain unexplained.64 

 

                                                           
64 Rostbøll, “Second-Order Political Thinking.” 


